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About Today’s Session
• Format: Facilitated panel discussion
• Questions: Are welcomed!
Please post them via chat
• Answers: Time will be reserved at
session end to address questions
posted
• Timing: Session officially ends at 2:00
p.m. – more time available for those
who can stay on for Q&A
• Reminder: Session is being recorded,
and will be made available to
attendees within a few days

An Important Reminder About Today’s Session
©2020 Univest Insurance, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
This presentation is designed to provide general information and a summary of the topic presented for informational purposes
only. Since abbreviated, it does not purport to be a comprehensive review of the substantive federal laws, rules, or regulations.
In addition, this presentation does not address any state or local laws, rules or regulations that may apply in any given situation.
The materials included in this presentation are obtained and drawn from a variety of sources believed to be reliable. These
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The opinions or viewpoints expressed by the presenter(s) are the sole opinion of the speakers and subject to change without
notice, and do not necessarily reflect those of Univest Insurance, LLC or any of its affiliates. Although this presentation is prepared
by professionals, the content and information provided should not be used as a substitute for professional services (either legal,
tax, financial, or otherwise), and such content and information does not constitute legal or other professional advice. If legal or
other professional advice is required, the services of a professional should be sought. Neither Univest Insurance, LLC nor any of its
affiliates is in any way responsible or liable for any advice or information provided by the presenter(s).
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About Today’s Panelists
NANETTE SCIOLLA CARNEY
➢ Began her career at IBM before she left the
corporate world to raise a family of seven children
➢ Re-entered the workforce in 1992 by founding The
Carney Group along with her husband, John
➢ Developed a banking relationship with Univest as
part of start-up financing in 1992
➢ Grew The Carney Group to become a nationally
recognized recruiting and talent acquisition firm
➢ Nanette is passionate about giving back to the
community, and serves on several boards, including
the Advisory Council of the Society of Professional
Women, Gwynedd Mercy University, Mount Saint
Joseph Academy and the Chamber of Commerce of
Greater Montgomery County

About Today’s Panelists
KRISTEN DOUGHERTY
➢ Leads a team of 20 benefits consultants
➢ 20-plus years of experience in the
insurance industry, including 8 years with
Univest
➢ Currently serves as a board member for the
Greater Philadelphia Association of Health
Underwriters
➢ Board Trustee for Sacred Heart Academy in
Bryn Mawr

Crisis of Confidence Among Leaders and Candidates
According to the Gartner Group….
• Only 29% of functional leaders report having all the talent
needed to meet current demands
• Only 23% of HR leaders believe most employees will stay
with them after the pandemic ends
• Only 31% of HR leaders think employees are satisfied with
the current employee value proposition (EVP)
• Over 65% of candidates report discontinuing a search due
to dissatisfaction with EVPs of hiring employers

Why Labor Shortages Are Happening
According to the Washington Post….
A reassessment is playing out in all facets of the labor market:
• Resignations are the highest on record — up 13 percent over
pre-pandemic levels
• There are 4.9 million more people who either aren’t working or
aren’t looking for work than before the pandemic
• There’s a surge in retirements: 3.6 million people retired during
the pandemic, 2 million more than expected
• There’s been a boost in entrepreneurship that has caused the
biggest jump in years in new business applications
• Over 3 million women have dropped out of the labor force

Why Labor Shortages Are Happening
Additional Labor Force Dynamics:
• Working age older adults fear returning to workplaces
• Young people 16-24 are opting for education vs. working
• Quit rates are historically high
• Record COVID period savings levels – nonworkers are
carefully evaluating opportunities
• There’s a “graying” of the Overall working-age population
• Working-age population of non-college grads is shrinking
• Discontinuance of supplemental unemployment benefits
has not triggered a return-to-work migration as expected

Job Openings vs. Unemployed

Job Openings
Outpace
Unemployed in
Many Fields

Panel Discussion

Closing Remarks

What Employers Can Do
Ask Yourself…..
• Are you moving quickly enough through the hiring process?
• Are you selling your EVP to candidates?
• Are you prepared to change minimum job requirements and
develop/train new hires?
• Have you considered expanding the types of positions for
which you’d traditionally engage professional recruitment
assistance?
• Will you have the patience for a longer development process?
• Heading into open enrollment season, are you aware of what
benefits employees value most?
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